
Agenda Item Details

This meeting is a meeting of the Board of Education in public for the purpose of conducting the School District's business and is not to be considered a public community meeting. There is a
time for public participation during the meeting as indicated in the agenda.

Meeting Apr 24, 2023 - Updated Revised - School Board & Reorganizational Meeting

Category 5. Administrative Reports

Subject 5.9 IT Systems Administrator Report

Type Reports

 

There is not a lot to report at this time of year. Most of our summer projects  are still being planned, or are waiting until summer when we have time to work without disrupting
students.
- interactive whiteboard for 3rd grade - waiting for summer
- room 328 whiteboard and interactive projector - waiting for summer
- playground surveillance cameras - planning with vendor
- virtual host server replacement - 1 server on order, will install in summer
- wireless system for outdoor classroom - waiting for summer, planning with Joel Shilman
- adding network, door access, surveillance, and telephone systems to generator backup - planning with Joel Shilman, waiting for summer, and electric work
- setting up Infinite Campus for summer school - planning, but hope to start soon (vacation and sick time have delayed this)
 
One big summer project in progress now is switching to Norvado for internet and telephone service. We are working with Norvado on running new fiber optic cable to the building
internet and telephone service, and they did an initial site survey. As we move forward, we will work out all of the details to make sure everything is smooth when we switch over
to the new service. The telephone switch will need to be seamless as possible, to minimize any interruptions in phone service to the building. With internet service, we hope to
overlap our service between providers so we have time to work out any issues that arise during the switch. 
 
And finally, student assessment season is still ongoing. Assessments include the ACT, Pre-ACT (formerly ACTAspire), and Forward. The IT department prepares the Chromebook
apps and caching servers, and supports staff and students as necessary during this time. While we have had minor hiccups, like snow days and short server outages at the state
level, the process seems to be progressing smoothly.
 
Respectfully submitted,
Chris Plansky
IT Systems Administrator


